
The Collection #137 ENG

Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1520 
(Umbrella by Marleen – 
hearts used), Craftables: 
CR1615 (Tall Grass), 
Creatables: LR0858 (Layout 
Square-M), Stamps+dies 
set: EC0202 (Eline’s Animals 
Picnic), Text stamps: CS1135 
(Gezelligheid kent geen 

tijd), Paper set: PK9189 (Picnic Time by Marleen), Card: white, 
green

Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1562 (Slimline 
Mini-frame), CR1583 
(Slimline Grass-Horizon-
Clouds), Mask stencil: 
PS8158 (Picnic Scenery), 

Stamping paper: Florence watercolor paper smooth (300 gr): 
white, Card: purple, Distress Oxide ink: scattered straw, spiced 
marmalade, seedless preserves, vintage photo, tea dye, Glitter 
paste: Nuvo, Water paint (for splashes): white and fan brush

Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1562 (Slimline 
Mini-frame), Text stamps: 
CS1165 (Vier de Liefde), 
Mask stencil: PS8160 
(2-Layer Daisies), Distress 

oxide inkt: tattered rose, kitsch flamingo, Card: red, Glitter 
paste: Nuvo

Linda Visser
@lindacrea

Materials used for all cards:
Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink, Stamping paper: Florence smooth watercolor paper (300 gr): white, Alcohol markers, 
or another colouring medium, Gel pen: white, Glossy Accents: Nuvo

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white single-fold card. Die cut the frame 
of the layout from green card and the large square from plain 
light red design paper. Die cut the tall grass from a strip of 7 cm 
high light green design paper. Cut a 12.4 x 12.4 cm square from 
checkered design paper and adhere behind the layout, together 
with the grass.
Stamp the images onto smooth watercolor paper and colour in. 
Then (die) cut and adhere them to the card, together with red 
die-cut hearts (COL1520).
Stamp a text and complete the card as per example given.

Cut a 7.4 (high) x 29.7 cm (length of A4-sheet) purple strip and 
fold in half. Die cut the large rectangular mini-frame from water 
color card and work with distress oxide ink scattered straw, 
spiced marmalade and seedless preserves. 
Cut a strip from stamping paper and die cut a wavy border 
(CR1583) along one long side. Work the strip with distress ink 
vintage photo and tea dye. Let it dry and then make splashes 
with water paint and a brush. Use the stencil to work the 
background with glitter paste. 
Stamp the images and colour in. (Die) cut and adhere them to 
the card. Place accents with a white gel pen and glossy accents 
as per example given.

Cut a 7.4 (high) x 29.7 cm (length of A4-sheet) red strip and fold 
in half.
Die cut the large rectangular Slimline mini-frame from 
watercolor paper and work with distress oxide ink tattered rose 
and kitsch flamingo. 
Then use the stencil in combination with distress oxide ink 
kitsch flamingo for the flower petals and with glitter paste for 
the pistils.
Stamp the images and colour in. (Die) cut and adhere them to 
the card. Add accents with a white gel pen and glitter paste.
Complete the card with a stamped text.



Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1543 
(Sun & Clouds by Marleen 
– cloud used), Craftables: 
CR1543 (Long Backgrounds 
by Marleen), CR1634 
(Wheelbarrow by Marleen), 

CR1636 (Hay by Marleen), Text stamps (English): EC0189 
(Eline’s Animals), Florence card: raffia (002), glacier (046), 
hazelnut (093), Push pins: CA3151 (gold)

Extra for this card:
Craftables: CR1656 
(Felicitatie-vierkant by 
Marleen), Text stamps: 
CS1136 (Lang zal je leven), 
Soft glitter paper: CA3145 
(bronze), Marker: black

Cut a 15 x 10 cm white single-fold card and adhere: 
14.5 x 9.5 cm design paper, 13.5 x 8.5 cm plain blue paper and 
cut/tear 13.5 x approx. 4 cm plain green design paper.
Die cut a brown smudge (CR1543) cut off approx. 1 cm 
lengthwise and adhere. Cut/tear a 13.5 x approx. 1 cm strip of 
green design paper and put aside. Die cut the wheelbarrow, hay 
and two pigs. Adhere together and to the card.
Now adhere the green strip, lay the sleeping piglet in the grass 
and place the wheel of the wheelbarrow on the left.
Die cut the pig with party hat and cupcake, adhere together and 
to the card.
Follow the general instructions.

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white top-fold card. Cut 13 x 13 cm design 
paper en cut/tear a 13.5 x approx. 5 cm strip too. Adhere 
together and to the card.
Cut 10.5 x 10.5 cm plain pink design paper and adhere. Die cut a 
white text square and adhere with 3D-tape. Die cut design paper 
with wood print and adhere.
Die cut the candles from different colours of design paper and 
draw wicks with a black marker. Die cut the flames from glitter 
paper and adhere the candles. Cut/tear an 8.1 x approx. 1 cm 
plain green strip and adhere.
Die cut the piglet with bow and party hat, adhere together and 
to the card. Follow the general instructions.

Extra for this card:
Collectables: COL1407 
(Farmers Fence), COL1426 
(Eline’s Cow), COL1429 
(Eline’s Chicken Family), 
COL1543 (Sun & Clouds by 
Marleen – clouds used), 
Craftables: CR1633 (Corn & 

Sunflowers by Marleen), CR1636 (Hay by Marleen), Circle die: 2 
cm Ø, Craft stencil: PS8146 (Diorama by Marleen), Text stamps: 
EC0188 (Eline’s Animals), Florence card: raffia (002), glacier 
(046), anise (066), acacia (079), anthracite (095), Metallic 
papier: CA3171 (gold), Vellum: CA3186

Draw the outermost shape of the stencil onto an A5 single-fold 
card to round off the corners.
Use the inner lines and other parts to create the landscape. 
Draw them onto the reverse side of (design)paper. Flip over 
the stencil to avoid drawing mirrored images. Cut them out and 
adhere.
Finally copy the wide border onto the reverse side of design 
paper, cut out and adhere with 3D-tape on top of the landscape.
Die cut the following shapes, adhere together and position  as 
shown:
-  clouds from white card and vellum
-  cow, chicks, maize plants, corn cob, hay bale, hay with rope 

and fence
Follow the general instructions.

Marleen van der Most
handmadebymarleen.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:
Collectables: COL1545 (Eline’s Pig Family), Die cut and embossing machine, Stamping ink Archival: jet black, Paper set: PK9189 
(Picnic Time), Pretty Papers design paper A4-pad, double-sided: PB7066 (Eline’s Whitewash), Florence card: black (096), Card: 
white, Craft tape: LR0014 (double-sided), Gel pen: white, Colouring pencil: pink, Adhesive flat-backed pearls: CA3132 (white), 
Rhinestones: CA3155 (gold), CA3159 (red) 

General instructions:
- Colour the cheeks of the animals with the pink pencil and place a white dot in their eyes with a gel pen.
- Stamp a text onto a banner and adhere (near the cow two design paper circles).
- Complete the card with adhesive pearls and rhinestones.



Extra for this card:
Creatables: LR0858 (Lay-out 
Square-M)

Cut a 15 x 15 cm white single-fold card and adhere 14.5 x 14.5 
cm design paper. 
Die cut the large square (LR0858) from plain yellow design 
paper and the layout from plain pink. Die cut the rectangles and 
small squares from design paper. Adhere as per example given. 
Remove the figures from the paper set, except the glass and 
croissant, and adhere. Adhere the sticker of the basket on top of 
the food and place the glass and croissant in front. 
Stamp the text on to the label and adhere. 
Die cut the leaves and flowers and adhere in the corner. 
Complete the card with enamel dots.

Extra for this card:
Creatables: LR0725 
(Jar), LR0851 (Scalloped 
Borders), LR0863 (Jam Jar), 
Metallic A4-paper: CA3171 
(gold), Shakables: LR0060 
(Romance), Shaker windows: 
LR0032 (small circles 50 mm 
Ø), Hemp cord: white

Die cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm single-fold card and adhere 14 x 14 
cm plain pink design paper and 14 x 14 cm and 13.5 x 13.5 
cm patterned design paper. Cut a 5 x 13.5 cm strip from red 
checkered design paper, die cut a scalloped border along one 
long side and adhere. Die cut the jars from design paper and die 
cut LR0863 once again from plain pink design paper. 
Use the round die to cut an opening in the strawberry jar and 
adhere a shaker window. Die cut a plain red circle, larger than 
the blister. Tear off the top and adhere the larger part to the 
plain pink jar. Sprinkle shakables (remove the bright red hearts) 
in the centre and adhere the jar with the shaker window on top. 
Tie hemp cord around the cherry jar and adhere the jars as per 
example given. Stamp the text onto a scrap of white paper and 
die cut. Die cut the leaves, flowers, cherries and strawberries 
and adhere. Complete the card with enamel dots.

Lisanne Bakker 
mijnkaartenhobby.blogspot.com 

Materials used for all cards:
Creatables: LR0861 (Strawberries), LR0862 (Cherries), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1135 (Gezelligheid kent 
geen tijd), Stamping ink Versafine: jet black, Paper set: PK9189 (Picnic Time by Marleen), Card: white, Enamel dots: PL4530 (yellow 
glitter)

Materials used:
Collectables: COL1504 
(Bloemen by Marleen), 
Craftables: CR1656 
(Felicitatie-vierkant by 
Marleen), Creatables: LR0315 
(Tea for Two), Die cut and 
embossing machine, Pretty 
Papers design paper A4pad, 
double-sided: PK9187 (So 

Lovely), Decoupage sheet: VK9610 (Picnic in the Park), Card: 
white, Rhinestones: CA3154 (bronze)

Cut a 15 x 15 cm white single-fold card and mount 14.5 x 14.5 
cm, 13.7 x 13.7 cm en 13.3 x 13.3 cm design paper on top. 
Die cut the text square from plain design paper. 
Cut a 9.5 x 10.3 cm white card and adhere to the square, 
together with the picture. 
Die cut the flowers and tea set, adhere as per example given and 
decorate the flowers with rhinestones.

Elly Bakker 
ellieskaarten.blogspot.com



Extra for this card:
Distress ink: faded jeans, 
fossilized amber, Decoupage 
sheet: EWK1300 (Sea Breeze 
– XL), Card: black, dark red, 
dark brown, beige, rust brown, 
salmon pink, light-coloured 
kraft, Hemp cord, Wax: 
Cadence pearl

Cut a 15 x 15 cm dark red top-fold card and adhere a 14 x 14 cm 
white card and 13.5 x 13.5 cm design paper. 
Make the layout as per the instructions. 
Die cut the razor shell from white card and work with distress ink 
fossilized amber, hickory smoke and black soot. 
Die cut the light house from light blue card and work with 
distress ink faded jeans. 
Die cut the seagulls, mooring pole, anchor, steering wheel, 
shells, rope, str fish and coral from different colours and adhere.

Tineke van der Linden
tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl
 
Materials used for all cards:  
Craftables: CR1655 (Tiny’s punch die – Seashells XL), Creatables: LR0660 (Coral set), LR0808 (Tiny’s Lighthouse & Surf), LR0858 
(Layout Square -M), LR0859 (Tiny’s Seagulls), LR0860 (Tiny’s Nautical), Die cut and embossing machine, Distress ink: hickory 
smoke, black soot, rusty hinge, Paper Papers design paper A5-pad: PK9156 (Seabreeze), Card: white, green colours, light blue, Pen: 
black

Making the layout:
- Die cut the layout square 4x from white card and 1x from a picture of the decoupage sheet. Adhere the layout layers together 

(the white parts are not being used) and adhere the raised layout to the card. Then adhere the die-cut rectangles and squares of 
the picture in the open spaces.

General instructions:
- Die cut the seagulls from white card and work with distress ink hickory smoke, black soot, rusty hinge and place a black dot for 

the eyes. 
- Die cut the mooring pole from coloured and white card. Cut off the white top and adhere to the coloured pole. 
- Die cut the lifebuoy from two colours, cut out four strips and adhere to the other life buoy. 
- Die cut a black anchor, work with pearl wax and tie hemp cord to it.

Extra for this card:
Decoupage sheet Mattie’s 
Mooiste: MB0217 (Boats – XL), 
Card: navy blue, dark red, 
salmon pink, grey blue, rust 
brown, black, Hemp cord, Wax: 
Cadence pearl

Cut a 15 x 15 cm grey blue top-fold card and adhere a 14 x 14 cm 
white card and 13.5 x 13.5 cm design paper. 
Make the layout as per the instructions. 
Die cut the seagulls, rope, anchor, life buoy, steering wheel, 
shells, star fish and coral from different colours and adhere.

Extra for this card:
Creatables: LR0717 (Surfboard 
& Flippers), Distress ink: 
fossilized amber, barn door, 
chipped sapphire, Decoupage 
sheet Mattie’s Mooiste: 
MB0216 (Beach Houses – XL), 
Card: navy blue, dark red, 
brick, cobalt blue, kraft

Cut a 15 x 15 cm navy blue top-fold card and adhere a 14 x 14 cm 
white card and 13.5 x 13.5 cm design paper. 
Make the layout as per the instructions. 
Die cut the razor shell from white card and work with distress ink 
hickory smoke and black soot. 
Die cut the surfboard from white card and work with distress ink 
barn door and chipped sapphire. 
Die cut the seagulls, light house, shells, star fish, flippers, 
lifebuoy and coral from different colours and adhere.


